What's in a name? What's in a name?
Macrocognition in Cognitive Engineering
"Macrocognition refers to the study of the role of cognition in realistic tasks, that is, in interacting with the environment --more concerned with human performance under actual working conditions than with controlled experiments" (Cacciabue & Hollnagel, 1995, p. 57) .
Macrocognition involves contextually bound cognitive processes such as sense making, uncertainty management, in settings such as industrial process control; planning a mission (Klein, Ross, Moon, Klein, Hoffman, & Hollnagel (2003) Macrocognition in Collaborative Cognition (Warner and Letsky, in press) Macrocognition is the internalized and externalized high-level mental processes (i.e., combining, visualizing, and aggregating information) Resolve ambiguity in support of discovery of new knowledge and relationships Employed by teams during complex, one-ofa-kind, problem solving
Macrocognition in the Learning Sciences Investigation into the social and cultural aspects of cognition How does environment structure, affect and enable how we think, learn, and remember? Thinking is interactive process with our social and cultural world; we think "through" colleagues, our communities, and our technological artifacts
Must seriously reconsider how macrocognition informs the questions considered in the learning sciences
A name… macrocognition
Contrasted with microcognition to illustrate differing levels of complexity of cognitive processes Used to describe manifestation of cognition in real world versus lab 
